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Tone and How to Shade 

 
When we add shading to our line drawings we are entering a different phase.  Shading takes us a massive 
leap towards painting.  Now we are not just looking at the shape of an object, but how light falls on it 
and reveals its form.  Welcome to a three dimensional way of seeing the world – where we can make 
our drawings look ‘real’. 
 
Some people love the idea of shading, in fact some of you might have found it difficult not to add a bit 
of shading to your line drawings.  (I would guess some of you did?)  Others however, are quite 
comfortable in line and the idea of shading doesn’t sit so comfortably with them.  This is quite normal; 
there are graphic centred artists and there are tonal centred artists, and some sit happily in between.  
What all agree however is that shading feels like ‘real’ drawing because our world is a collection of 
tonal masses and we need shading to represent it.   
 
How much of a landscape can you actually represent with just line?  Not much.  Even buildings need 
some shading to show their three dimensional shape and how the light falls on them. 
 
The following exercises will help develop your understanding of how to render your natural 
surroundings, and at the same time introduce you to some techniques which will to some degree form 
the basis of your eventual style.  Never forget as we said before; learning to draw is using the same set 
of skills and responses as learning to write – and as our individual handwriting is different, so will be 
our drawings.  If you were in a classroom situation at this point, with 20 other learners, it is at this point 
that you would see some magic; how 20 people can draw the same object well and yet they all look 
very different. 
 
The marks we can make to indicate tone 
 
As we have already learned the 2B pencil is the best for basic drawing because it is easier to erase 
without smudging.  It is also a tonal tool for small objects especially.  I prefer 2B for most graphite 
portraiture work.  Experiment with your pencils.  Mark making exercises are a good place to start. 
Tonal sheet.  Hold your pencil as if you were writing.  Start by getting a feel for mass shading and also 
how to graduate it by putting less or more pressure on your pencil.  Practice some hatching marks and 
also some cross hatching, all using your 2B pencil.      Now try holding your pencil so that you can 
make a mark using the length of the lead. Using your pencil in this manner leads to looser and often 
less ‘defined’ or precise work.  It is ideal to render for instance a fluffy toy.  It is also an ideal approach 
to some marks you might want in a landscape. Try doing the same exercise with your softer 4b pencil 
and note the difference. 

 
 

Mass Shading – is probably the most widely used form of shading.  With a bit of practice you can 
develop mass shading so that you cannot tell the direction of the pencil marks. I use it extensively in 
work that requires a ‘smooth’ effect finish eg.  The skin on a portrait, a metal object any object with a 
smooth non-directional finish.  Some sky studies benefit from mass shading technique. Practice this 
important technique in a variety of pencils and even try a few different papers. 
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Tonal Exercises 
 

Hatching – is simply to apply line next to line in the same direction.  This commonly applies to pen 
techniques, but can add variety to a shaded graphite drawing (Fig 4)   It is possible to reach some pretty 
speedy hatching with practice.  Fill a few pages with hatching and you will soon learn how to use it. 

 
Cross Hatching – as you might expect, this describes the application of a cross direction line to the 
hatching.  This type of shading, again common in pen work, can give the same effect as mass shading 
but with more open texture.  The point of it is to give a non-direction shading – because the lines 
‘oppose’ each other.  Try crossing the hatching you have already done. 

 
 
A variety of other marks can be brought into your drawings but probably won’t form the basis of the bulk of your 
work; These forms of ‘shading’ are basically lines used to represent the texture of objects. dashes, dots, and many 
marks that represent texture; tree bark, wool, fluffy toys and fur and feather illustrated below in pen. 
 

 
 
 
So now we can practice some mark making and shading techniques. What we need to know now is 
‘how light and how dark to apply tone. 
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Draw out a ruler shape which is approximately 1 inch x 5 inches.  Use your 4B pencil for this.  
Number 1 is represented by the paper – white. Number 5 is black.  The three tones in between need to be 
graduated between black and white.  
  

 
The Tonal Scale 
 
The tonal scale is a useful tool that introduces the learner to how to assess degrees of light dark.  As 
artists we need to recognise different tones in the landscape (or face or object).  But how do we see 
those tones?  We need to simplify the scene, a key concept to becoming a painter.     
 
For simplicity’s sake we can make a scale of 5 tones.  
Within the object you are drawing (or landscape) you need to find your lightest lights and your darkest 
darks.  These would be numbers 1 and 5 on your tonal scale.  The rest of the drawing needs to develop 
with the addition of the three remaining tones. * 
*(Because this is a useful tool to have by your side it is a good idea to cut out the scale – attach it to an old ruler 
and cover with transparent film).  
 
 
The Putty Eraser as tonal tool 
 
Up to now the plastic eraser has been used to rub out.  The putty eraser will rub out but its main 
function is to ‘lift’ out graphite or reduce the tone when needed.  (Fig 10) 
 
Having made your tonal sheet of different marks; mass shading from light to dark, etc. you can 
experiment on this to see what your putty eraser will do. Prepare for some more drawing magic.   
Your eraser needs to by soft and pliable; work it so that it resembles soft putty. 
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 Make a point (like a pencil) and dab it onto an area of mass shading.  If you repeatedly dab away at 
the graphite it will more or less go back to the paper, and leave a distinct ‘hole’ in the shading. 
Make a long thin sharp wedge shape and apply to some mass shading and lift out a ‘line’ of 
graphite. 

 
 

 
 

‘Cutting’ a line through the graphite with the edge of the putty eraser.  You need a soft, malleable 
eraser for this. 

 
Let us look at more images of textures and tonal marks in graphite. 

                                                

 
Derwent water, Cumbria   
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It’s all About Pressure on the Pencil 
 
This sketch of Derwent water above is completed in mass shading as is the mountain scene near my 
home below.   All the elements of the landscape – trees, clouds, hills are all completed with the same 
directional stroke.  The ‘tonal’ difference occurs when you add pressure for the darks or sometimes add 
another layer of dark.   

           
Mount Maroma, Andalucia 

As a contrast look at the example below which is completed in pen.   
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Note the difference in marks needs to get a similar effect of tonal value.  In the background to this picture you 
will see the effect of cross-hatching.  Other areas are hatched and overlaid with further hatching for a darker 
tone. 
For an example of marks for different textures look at the Spanish courtyard scene below, where cross hatching 
plays a large part, along with dots, dashes and squiggles to   represent flowers and shrubs. 
 
 

 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 

 


